
Marlow Public Schools Coronavirus  
Reentry 2020-2021 School Year 

Marlow Public Schools’ graduation is traditionally a time to showcase our students to parents,
our community,  and their loved ones. We realize graduation is an effort to broaden the appeal
and build affinity in our community.   This year, the traditional graduation is a lost opportunity
for our students and our school.  It’s also a significant loss to our students who relish this time to
celebrate their high school experiences and to solidify those relationships and shared memories
with classmates. Prom, special events, and long-held traditions that mark our students’ unique
moments of passage have already been postponed or canceled. Decisions that have or must be
made for the safety of our students, families, community and faculty/staff will always be at the
forefront of our decisions.  One life lost isn’t worth the pain and/or suffering. To that point, we
have developed a plan to provide the best graduation opportunities for our students and
community.   

Marlow Public Schools’ distance/virtual learning presentation and reviews have been mixed.
Many have loved this unplanned experiment on a massive scale.  Some have not.   Transition to a
full online curriculum for less technologically experienced in this arena has been difficult.  For
those who love  hands-on teaching methods, the switch has been extremely difficult for both
students and faculty. Still, others have experienced technical knowledge issues either due to
student access or because of limitations with technology infrastructure.  Fixing these types of
problems and looking at ways to adapt in the face of this crisis has been and will be a challenge. 
Quite honestly, I feel that education, as we know it,  is going to be revolutionized by what has
happened.  It could be an absolute breakthrough moment.  Future Distance Learning plans will be
provided by the state to be distributed locally. Marlow Public School may adapt a curriculum as
long as it meets state standards. This includes devices and connectivity, with protocol on lack of
connectivity and response for each level.  We’ll keep you advised as we know more.

Money Issue and Revenue Losses!!!!

This is a huge issue that our schools will have to face. There is a host of other financial impacts
costing millions more, including: loss of oil and gas revenue, income tax, state tax, sales tax and
I could list many revenue sources, but you get the point.   To that point we have frozen hiring, we
are reorganizing, and teaching on planning periods to avoid loss of programs and activities.  
In addition to revenue losses, we know so many parents have sustained salary reductions or job
losses.  To that end, we want to assure all parents that Marlow Public Schools will do everything
to help you and your situation.  The best part of a Public School is that it is accessible and it’s
free.  All Students can receive a quality education that will help them become productive citizens
in an ever-changing global society.

Marlow Public Schools was planning to pass a bond issue in August.- always an exciting time for
our school and community.  But, due to the pandemic and our economy we are implementing a
temporary delay on our building projects.   We are restructuring our focus with an emphasis on
life, safety, and curriculum projects.



So where is this all heading?

Honestly, with so much still up in the air and uncertainty taking center stage, who knows what
happens next. I think Marlow Public Schools’ key at this point is to start to pivot as soon as
possible from the crisis-management mode to a more forward-thinking mind set. I know this is
very difficult in the midst of financial strain, emotional stress, and uncertainty – especially
because the pandemic is pushing exceptionally hard on our school finances and/or threatening the
lives of our students.  Marlow Public Schools is already making that mental switch to begin
discussions on how to adapt, how to grow from this event, and how important it is for our
schools’ evolution. During the current crisis, many issues surrounding things such as  access-
from Internet to personal relationships, sustainability, emerging financial situations, mindful
growth and development, evolving pedagogy, data collection, technology integration, and privacy
have been pushing forcefully on the core traditions of education and its role in our culture.

So moving forward -  Marlow Public Schools’ Reentry and/or starting date for the 2020-2021
School Year.  Many factors will determine our starting school year date.  Those factors may be: 
Number of Covid-19 Infections, Longevity of Infections, the CDC Guidelines , President of the
United States of America, Governor Of Oklahoma, Oklahoma Department of Health, OSSAA,
Marlow Administration and Marlow Board of Education.  This is not a local decision -  it is a
health and safety decision considering many factors.   

We at Marlow Public Schools’ have a plan for closing our schools should a positive case occur
within our system.   There will be a clear action at each phase.  Our schools’ guidance and
protocol for cleaning and disinfecting sites, if infection occurs, will be clear and precise.  CDC
and medical personnel should set protocol for identifying infections at the state level. Response
from medical experts will determine (number of infections) and stage of infection (longevity of
infection) the reentry of student/personnel and not the school. 

Decisions!!!!

I can assure each of you decisions are being made that are the best for our district and our
students.  Not everyone is going to like all decisions, but decisions have to be made and there can
not be constant indecision.  Marlow Public Schools’ Plan will provide flexible learning for
students and families who do not feel safe returning to the building. This means some classes
may be virtual and some may be traditional, face-to-face options.   Our staff will be prepared
accordingly and be able to flex teachers if the ratio of traditional to virtual changes.  We will
make sure we have teams should students need support for trauma as a response from the
pandemic in the instance there is trauma from losing a loved one to COVID-19.   We will create
a plan for food delivery for both students on site and those who choose distance learning.
Additionally, we will secure any waivers needed to provide meals to our students.  Each site will
create protocols for Hand Washing and Cleaning Procedures.  Each site will post its protocol and
it will be posted especially in food handling areas.



Marlow Public School activities and athletic events will be decided at the state level and
participation or cessation of athletics and activities will be upheld by our school district. 

For each area listed above, phases for reentry need to mirror those mandated by federal and state
government officials.  

In closing, I do believe that this pandemic has provided opportunities for learning, family, faith,
and it has shown just why Marlow Outlaws are special.  I pray all of you remain safe and I can
not wait to have your children in school and for life to be “normal”.  Until then, we must stay
safe!  Until we visit again. . . . .

George E. Coffman Jr.
Superintendent


